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W Osborne,

Founder President

FOREWORD
I welcome you to The Rotary Club of Ellon's 40th Charter Dinner in what is a very
exciting and special year for our Club.
A particular welcome to fellow Rotarian guests from neighbouring Rotary Clubs
and indeed from Clubs further afield.
The Charter Dinner is an opportunity to celebrate with fellow Rotarians the many
achievements of The Rotary Club of Ellon over the past forty years, both internationally and within our own community. More importantly it is an occasion to enjoy fellowship with friends, which is something the Rotary Club of Ellon has always
embraced. We have been, and continue to be, one of the largest and most active
Clubs in District 1010 with a membership in excess of sixty, and with a number of
Ellon Rotarians also holding Office at District level. Indeed we still have four Founder Members active within our Club.
Over the past forty years Ellon Rotarians have gained so much from Rotary service.
Lifelong friendships have been established. Commitment to community service has
resulted in support (both monetary and 'hands on') to many groups and organisations in our local communities. Our support of international projects has meant
Ellon Rotary has played its small part in making the world a safer and healthier
place. Individually and collectively we have learned how much we can achieve by
working together whilst embracing the values of fellowship and fun.
In conclusion, in this year when we are asked to 'Light Up Rotary', let us tonight
'Light Up The Rotary Club of Ellon'. As we reflect on our achievements, and the
many fond memories accumulated over the past forty years, particularly the fun
and fellowship we have all enjoyed, we also eagerly look forward to a new era and
an exciting future for The Rotary Club of Ellon.
Edwin Duncan
President, Rotary Club of Ellon
January 2015
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ROLL of HONOUR
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

W Osborne
E Slater
C Esson
J Reid
L Cook
C Burgess
A Kirk
R Duncan
R Davidson
R Forman

PAST PRESIDENTS
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

A Fraser
A Watson
A Massie
A Cameron
A Donaldson
J Anderson
A Machray
G Fraser
K Gill
D Presly

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

A Campbell
M Taylor
I Shaw
B Milne
M Gordon
C Allan
G Douglas
G Stark
W McLeod
S Burnett

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

F Watson
M Watson
I Morris
E Macalister
A Dent
I Mackay
R Black
F Hamilton
D Chisolm
E Duncan

PAUL HARRIS FELLOWS
W Osborne
A Wilson
D Westland
L Cook
C Esson
A Watson
N Cooper

J Anderson

18/5/1983
2/9/88
18/10/1988
1/7/2000
19/9/1989
19/9/1989
19/9/1989
1993, 1995
1996(2) 1997
9/9/1993
1/7/2000

R Forman
R Duncan
A Donaldson
A Campbell
R Davidson
A Machray
C Allan
G Fraser
L Anderson

9/9/1993
8/2/1995
12/5/1997
22/1/2000
24/10/2012
22/1/2000
22/1/2000
23/1/2002
11/9/2002
30/6/2003

G Macalister
R Watson
C Burgess
B Gifford
M Gordon
S Burnett
K Gill
D Presly
F Hamilton

5/11/2003
24/1/2007
22/6/2009
22/6/2009
30/3/2011
9/6/2013
9/6/2013
8/6/2014
8/6.2014

DISTRICT OFFICERS
Doug Westland

Norman Cooper

Jim Anderson

Alistair Machray

Alasdair Campbell

Charlie Allan
Bobby Watson

89-95
85-88
96-99
99
03-06
92
96

Extension Officer North
International Chair
Assistant Governor
Governor
Extension Officer North
District Governor
Organising Committee RI
Convention, Calgary, Canada.
95-98 Training Coordinator.
93-95 Club Service Chair
96-97 Extension Officer North
02-04 Membership Chair
95-96 Supplies Officer
96–00 Magazine Editor
00-03 Gavel Coordinator
96-14 Supplies Officer
13
Web Mentor
01-02 Rotaract Coordinator
03-08 Gavel Coordinator

Mick Gordon

Bruce Latto

03-05 Family of Rotary Coordinator
06
Membership Services Chair
12-14 Web mentor

04-05
05
Lara Anderson
08-09
Charlie Burgess
10-12
Martin Forster
10-14
Hilary Gordon
05
07
10-15
11
12
12-15
Eleanor Macalister 11-13
Gary Macalister
11
11-13
Eddie Gordon
11-14
Donny Chisholm
2014

Web Master
IT Officer
Polio Officer
Attendance Officer
Health & Safety Officer
District Communications
Literacy Task Force Coordinator
RYLA Female Camp Leader
District Literacy Coordinator
District Web mentor
Assistant Governor
International Chair
Marketing Officer
Marketing, PR & Comms Chair
Assistant District Secretary
Extension Officer
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“IN THE BEGINNING”
In 1974 a former member of the Rotary Club of Aberdeen, Sandy Wilson,
who had moved to Ellon, decided that the expansion of Ellon made it a good
area to establish a Rotary Club. Despite the fact that Ellon had grown considerably with the influx of the oil industry, there were no organisations for
men.
The Rotary Club of Inverurie was allocated the task of bringing the Ellon Rotary Club to fruition. Under the guidance of the District Extension Officer,
Past District Governor James C. Allan, Alex Mackie of the Inverurie Club and
Sandy Wilson, the first steps were taken to form the Ellon Rotary Club.
A core of Ellon business men, interested in the ideals of Rotary, were quickly
brought together and the foundation for the Ellon Club was laid. The original
core of six increased to twenty seven before the Club was formally recognised by being chartered in January 1975.
In the beginning, meetings were held in the homes of the individuals involved, until the number was sufficiently large to hold regular meetings in
the New Inn Hotel.
Due to the fact that Ellon was a commuter town, and a large number of the founder members worked in Aberdeen, it was decided that the Club Meetings would be held on a Wednesday evening rather than lunch time,
which was the norm at that time. This unique decision was an early indication of the forward thinking of the Club.
Most of the new Clubs formed since then have opted for evening meetings.
Over the last 40 years the Club has gone from strength to strength. From a starting membership of 27 the Ciub
has now a healthy membership of over sixty members, five of whom are ladies.
At first it was felt that thirty would be the optimum number for the Club, but as time has progressed and the
numbers have grown, the intimate feeling of a small club has remained.
At the Charter Dinner, Ted Harrop, the President of Rotary International Great Britain and Ireland, in proposing
the toast welcoming the Rotary Club of Ellon into Rotary International, said that he hoped the Club members
would carry out the basic ideals of the movement in their daily life. He felt that the great strength of the movement lay in the fellowship and autonomy of the individual clubs, which together, made it what it was. He saw the
new Ellon Club as a group enriched by the international fellowship of the movement, while also having its own
friendship within itself. A statement as true today as he perceived it in 1975.

From Left to Right, Back Row:- Jack Reid, Bill Aitken, Jim Greig, Jim Innes, Frank Hood, Hamish Tocher,
Alastair Massie, Robin Baxter, John Mcleod , Bill Forbes; Middle Row:- Frank Wilcock, Alex Kirk, Peter Elrick,
Bob Duncan, David Dey, Lindsay Cook, Charlie Burgess, Wallace Davidson, Sandy Davidson, Ken Gill;
Front Row:- Rev Stanley Raffan, Sandy Wilson, Charlie Esson, Eric Slater, Bill Osbourne, David Scott,
John Stephen, Bob Forman, Ron Davidson.
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25TH ANNIVERSARY
To Our Daughter
Tonight we’re here to celebrate, so please refill each glass
Our Daughter Club has come of age, Our Protégé; Our Lass.
Though Inverurie Spawned the child, the Bairn soon showed her class,
Her feats in service hit the spot that few could hope surpass.

Her Polio Plus campaign, it’s true, was one of Britain's best,
And just to prove it framed in gold and shown to every guest
Her award to mark that target gained (so far above the rest)
Is stuck forever in our face, its such a Bl-___y pest
But not content with doing that, she now presumes to try
To beat her mother club at sport, Oh shame I hear you sigh
On rink and course she's known to leave our players high and dry
And from that evening gavel spent, our men were seen to cry.
But there's a skill they cannot beat, despite their easy bruisers
In vain the Burgess Pibroch wails, they're fifteen years poor losers.
At drinking tankards, gills and nips would sink a fleet of cruisers
The Inverurie Club is tops, we’re far the better boozers.
And what Dame Fortune has in store, its hard for us to gauge
But just you watch this club drive on, Our Cub has left its cage
“the moving finger writes” and there in accents on each page
The Thoughts, The Dreams, the Hopes the Schemes, Our Child has come of age.
J Stuart Watson; Past President, Inverurie

Club Members
25th Anniversary
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INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS
Over the last forty years the Club has been involved in a number of projects
overseas. The beginnings were small but we settled on Aqua Boxes as a way
of helping people affected by disaster. The numbers have all been forgotten,
but after the Tsunami in 2005 there was a widespread feeling of wanting to
do something and funding and filling Aquaboxes appealed to many individuals and organisations. The Rotary Club of Ellon co-ordinated the delivery of 68
Standard Aquaboxes and 45 Aquabox 30’s. This will have provided essential
equipment for distressed families and over 33 million litres of safe water. In
the new millennium we turned our attention to Shelter Boxes. So far, since
2001, we have funded 45 Shelter Boxes to countries as diverse as Haiti and
Afghanistan. In fact, wherever they have been needed, we have sent them
there.
Disaster relief is one thing and, together with support for the Rotary Foundation and the campaign to rid the World of Polio, there was still room to do
more. Two Ellon Rotarians travelled to India to assist with vaccinations.
Other International projects which have benefitted people in the African
continent were Bikes for Africa and Tools for Self Reliance We have sent
over 350 refurbished bikes to school children in the Gambia.
“The number of students at rural schools who gained 5 or more credits
(entry requirement for university) has more than doubled as a direct result
of the provision of bicycles. Also, students at rural schools are achieving Aggregate Scores of 6 [top marks] for the first time in the country’s history.
Gambian Education Department”
With Tools for Self Reliance, old tools have been collected, refurbished and
then shipped abroad. Shoeboxes have been a regular feature of poverty relief in recent years and
Mary’s meals have also been a beneficiary. For
as long as anyone in the Club can remember the
Jaipur Limb Centre has also been supported.
Members visited in 2013 and held a special
fundraising evening in April of 2014.
Providing clean and fresh water has always been
considered important to underdeveloped countries. Ellon contributions to a Sand Dams project in Kenya has had wide reaching impact. “In
May 2012 International Rotary District 1010 generously donated £9,000 towards
the cost of a sand dam for the Munyuni self-help group in southeast Kenya. This
was constructed at the end of September and completed in early October. Once matured, this new dam will provide a permanent supply of
clean water to around 1,000 people living locally. Moreover, the sand
dam will create a ripple effect of benefits for people living further away.
In times of drought, it is not uncommon for people to collect water from
up to 20km away. The population of the Ivinga Nzia sub-location where
Munyuni is located (8,543 people), will therefore benefit too,
either from being able to access
water from the dam directly, or
because the sand dam will reduce pressure on other overstretched water
sources.”
Nepal has also benefitted from financial support from Ellon. Led by Elgin,
and supported by other clubs in the district, a water pump was installed in
a remote village in the South East area of the country and visited in 2007.
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KILINDINI
Bruce and Margaret Gifford visited Kenya on holiday in 1996. (Bruce had been stationed there in the RAF many
years earlier). It was at the Kilindini Club that they remember meeting
two great Rotarians, Afzal Khan and Anil Dodhia. They wanted to provide primary education in a remote, difficult to access, area, north of
Mombasa in Kilifi District, where there was no formal education available at all. They were taken to Kizingo and Gandini, the two villages
where they wanted to build schools. Under a tree in Gandini, there
was a makeshift classroom for about 20 pupils with a non-qualified
teacher. The pupils sat on stones and shared a few slates on which
they did their work with chalks. Kilindini’s intention was to build two
schools to cater for 600 to 1000 primary pupils.
The Ellon Club embraced the project and so the relationship with Kilindini was forged. By the next visit in 1998,
with a group of Ellon Rotarians, both schools were up and running to the obvious joy of both pupils and parents. They put on a great show for the visitors.
Margaret and Bruce visited again in 2000,2002,2005 and 2006. During these years the relationship between
Ellon and Kilindini flourished, Many thousands of pounds were sent, and quickly matched, by Rotary Foundation office in Nairobi. This allowed Gandini and Kizingo schools to be expanded to take 600 and 800 pupils respectively.
Horizons were extended, and in 1999 work started on the construction of a secondary school at Kinondo, south of Mombasa, to provide
further education to the pupils of 7 primary schools in the area who
otherwise would have no access to further education, It was the first
secondary school to be built south of Mombasa, and again was mainly funded by Ellon and grants from Nairobi.
Kinondo school (left) provides secondary education for 800 pupils and
specialises in science subjects. In 2000 a large amount of surplus
Health Centre equipment was transported, courtesy of Monarch Airlines, to give to three hospitals in the Mombasa area. In 2002 Books
Abroad sent a container load of books, enough to fully equip the schools and about a dozen others. Kilindini
spent a lot of time distributing them to remote areas around Mombasa.
In 2002, it became apparent that, having provided primary education, there was now a desperate need for secondary facilities in Kizingo. Ellon
agreed to provide funding for the new Paul Harris Secondary School in Kizingo. This project required about £60000 of funding which once
again was mainly provided by Ellon with matching grants from Nairobi. Contributions from
Bruce and Margaret paid for one classroom,
Ellon Academy paid for another, and both
Pitmedden School and the Ellon Brownies made
substantial contributions.
The school was fully operational by 2008 when
more members of the Ellon Club visited Mombasa.
During this visit the project to build a borehole at Kizingo for the schools and the local community was suggested. Obtaining grants through RI was a long complicated process which caused much delay. The cost of the project doubled in three years, mainly due to high monetary inflation in Kenya and partly due to an underestimation of the depth required. Funds were raised by a hard working group of Ellon Rotarians using a DVD presentation highlighting the needs for clean drinking water at the Kenyan school. This was used in schools and at
fund raising events and, when combined with private donations, raised over £5000. District 1010 also stepped
up to the mark, and the project finally got under way in August 2011. Water was finally struck in October 2013
and the project is now close to completion. The long wait for clean water to the Kizingo community will soon
be over.
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THE ROTARY FOUNDATION

was initially described as "Rotary's Gift to the World". The idea of accepting endowments, "for the purpose of doing good in the world", was first proposed in 1917 by Rotary International President, Arch Klumph. Later that year, the endowment received its first contribution of $26.50 from
the Rotary Club of Kansas City, Missouri, USA. Growth was steady if not spectacular in those early days.
By 1928, when the fund had grown to more than US$5,000, it was renamed "The Rotary Foundation". The first
donation of $500 was made to the International Society for Crippled Children.
The events of the 1930's and '40's were difficult years for the Foundation. Contributions began pouring into Rotary International, and the Paul Harris Memorial Fund was created for the purpose of building the Foundation.
That same year, the first Foundation program, the Fellowships for Advanced Study, was established. It was the
forerunner of the Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarships program. In the five plus decades since that first Foundation program was established, numerous programs have been established under three main categories: Humanitarian Programs, Educational Programs and PolioPlus.
Since its inception, there have been cumulative worldwide contributions to the Foundation of US$1.323 billion
with US$392 million received in 2012-2013 alone.
One of the major strengths of The Rotary Foundation is its ability to partner with governments and
Non·Governmental Organizations (NGO's). PolioPlus and End Polio Now is a prime example where the Foundation has partnered with the World Health Organization, the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, UNICEF and
countless medical professionals throughout the world in the effort to eradicate polio in the world.
The Rotary Club of Ellon has a long history of support to The Rotary Foundation. Not only have members made
their own contributions, but the Club has, on many occasions, donated funds on behalf of a non·Rotarian member of the community as a means of recognizing the good work of that person. In some cases, the contribution
resulted in the individual being recognized as a Paul Harris Fellow. By January of 2014, the Club's all time giving
to The Foundation was $142,385.
Rotary is now in its second hundred years of operation. There will be many ways for The Rotary Foundation to
continue to serve the peoples of the world.
This will afford many rewarding opportunities for all Rotarians to meet one of their major obligations of Rotary,
"To Serve!"
The POLIO PLUS CAMPAIGN has been one such opportunity.
In Rotary year 1986/7, R.I. launched a unique programme called Polio Plus to raise $120 million, about £80
million.
Why Polio Plus? Because although Rotary's commitment was only to provide Polio vaccine, 5 other diseases
could be treated at the same-time; diphtheria, tetanus, whooping- cough, measles and tuberculosis.
Why unique? This was the first world wide campaign and also directed at each Rotarian to personally give or raise £ 100 over a four
year period - another first in Rotary.
To achieve this, each President in the year 1986/7, in our case, Arthur
Watson, was obliged to appoint a Polio Plus Officer for the four year
period. Arthur liberally chose Jim Anderson, giving the target of
£4100 (41 members) to be raised over the next 4 years.
At first this seemed an impossible task, but after an excellent slide
presentation provided by Rotary, showing the effects of polio and
what could be done to eradicate it, all 41 members signed up to giving £10 a year for 4 years by Deed of Covenant, raising a total of
£2335 - over half way there.
This was followed by a series of fund raising events with emphasis on
enjoying Rotary:
Scotland the What ; Golf Club Raffie; St Andrew's Night raffle; Fun
Run; Mormond Hill Race; VG raffle at Annual Dance
Foveran School Collection tins; Sing to Save in Ellon Parish Church; Tarves Sunday School; Collieston BBQ; Ellon
Round Table; Raft Race donation.
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Polio Plus was in full swing in May 1987 when a group of the Club's younger, and supposedly more athletic
members, came up with the idea of entering the Mormond Hill Race for sponsorship. Starting in the village of
Strichen, the route took runners up the hill, round the ruined building on top and back down again - a distance
long enough to test most Rotarians
Clubs from around the District were challenged to compete, and some other clubs took up the challenge "athletes" from Ellon, Fraserburgh, Montrose and Peterhead participating. Ellon's team comprised: Bill Mclntosh
(a non-Rotarian guest), Bob Duncan, Jim Anderson, Andrew Robertson and Doug Winchester.
It had been planned to have runners from Ellon Amateur Athletic Club, an organisation which had only recently
been formed under Ellon Rotary's auspices. However, the forty young runners who had expressed an interest
were found to be ineligible, so the Rotarians had to do it themselves.
How far we ran, and how quickly we did it, are figures
lost in the mists of time but it is true to say that a number
of personal bests remain unbeaten. According to the records, there was only one hospitalisation!
£397 was raised for Polio Plus, and to top it all Jim Anderson's mobile wine bar provided a well-earned glass or
two of bubbly for the finishers - one reason perhaps why
the mists of time are so dense.
By 2002-03, Rotary had committed more than $500 million to Polio Plus and only seven countries were polio
infected with a 99% reduction in reported cases.
These activities plus odds and ends gave a grand total of £7340.79 or 193% of our target. An achievement all the
Club can be justly proud of. Many other fund raising events were considered with perhaps the most unhealthy
being a return of the Beaujolais Nouveau team to visit every Scottish Distillery as quickly as possible with Bob
Duncan having to suffer the tasting of each malt.

A revised plan was created to raise $120 million and eradicate Polio by the 10Oth anniversary of Rotary in 2005. $220 million was raised - a tremendous effort by Rotary
world wide. But the final hurdle is proving difficult. A new goal of final eradication in
2018 has been set. This is expected to need £1.2 billion per year to achieve!
Bill Gates, in conjunction with the World Health Organisation, has pledged to donate $2
for every $1 Rotary raises. Redoubling our efforts becomes imperative.
Ellon has always been at the forefront, and recent activities have included a May Ball, a WAGS dinner and a
Swimarathon. Selling purple crocuses for £1 each has helped to raise awareness, and selling Ian Bartlet’s potatoes has helped to swell Ellon’s contribution and keep it well above the average on a per capita basis.
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OFFSPRING
ROTARACT;- The first President of the Ellon Rotaract Club, Sally Gavin seen
in the photo with her team, District Governor David Holmes and Ellon Rotary
President Alasdair Campbell at Club Charter in December 1995.
Rotaract is a service club for young men and Women in the age group 18—30.
with very similar goals to Rotary.

Back Row; Graeme Johnston, Simon Smith, Fergus Crawford, Donald Budge, Bruce Gavin.
Middle row; Andrew Douglas, Lara Anderson, Jackie McIlloney, Donna Taylor, Gillian Budge, Katherine Horsell, Stuart Presly.
Front Row; Jennifer Wyness, David Holmes, Alasdair Campbell, Sally Gavin, Gus McDonald, Andy Chapman.

OLDMELDRUM;- Chartered in 2000. Inaugural President Andrew McCartney seen here with his team,
District Governor Norman Proctor and Extension Officer Doug Westland
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WORKING WITH SCHOOLS AND YOUNG PEOPLE
The Rotary Club of Ellon has long, continuous and ongoing links with its local schools, Ellon Academy and the
associated Primary Schools.
The club sponsors and runs an annual Primary School Quiz competition for the schools associated with Ellon
Academy. The winning team from our local heat then progresses to the Rotary Area 3 heat, and the two winning teams from that then progress to the District 1010 final. The Quiz is an ideal opportunity for the club to
foster challenge and interaction between school teams and also to introduce Rotary to the children, their parents and teachers. There is a competition shield which the winning local school holds for a year.
The club also supports the Ellon Academy Careers Convention. This is designed to give senior pupils the opportunity to meet with prospective employers and staff from further and higher education to find out more about
the possibilities open to them after they leave school. Some of these employers are Rotarians. Pupils and their parents greatly value the careers
convention and two to three hundred attendees is not an uncommon occurrence.
The Rotary Club of Ellon have, for a long time, sponsored a local heat of
Young Musician. For the first few years it was held in the Haddo House
Theatre with Alice Dennis as master of ceremonies and chief judge. Nowadays, with the help of Past District Governor Norman Cooper, it is held in
the Ellon Parish Church. Attendance is good, and the standards of musicianship incredible.
Since the early eighties the Academy has run mock interviews for senior pupils to provide a taster of what the
school leavers will experience at a job interview. Rotarians not only act as interviewers but also help with the
welcome, reception and marshalling duties on the evenings of the interviews. These interviews are very popular with pupils, and many who first attend in third or fourth year return for a second or third interview in their
fifth and sixth years.
The Young Chef competition is hosted by the Home Economics department of Ellon Academy and is also a greatly acclaimed event,
often aided by chefs from local eating establishments.
Euroscola; The Club offers sponsorship for this event most years and
assists the school with the selection of candidates. Successful candiFinlay Owen
dates go to Strasburg and participate in debates at the European
Parliament.
Most years the Academy runs a Challenge of Industry event or
something very similar. Mainly sixth year pupils attend and take
part in activities designed to mirror the issues that they will face in the workplace, and prepare them for these.
Team building and teamwork, problem solving, entrepreneurial skills are mainstays of the event. Rotarians assist with the running and judging of the event.

ROTARY YOUTH LEADERSHIP AWARD (RYLA)
This is a “Blue Ribbon” event in District. Up to 80 young men and 80 young women
go to the Abernethy Centre at Nethy Bridge and participate in outward bound activities for a week. These activities are done in groups with a different group member
acting as leader for each activity or challenge. The week long course is designed to
build self confidence
and give participants
leadership skills. Every year, since its inception
thirty years ago, the club has sponsored one or
two appropriate candidates from the Ellon area.
Candidates are interviewed by club members and
selected on the basis of those who would most
benefit by attending. It is heartening to note that
Fiona Campbell from Ellon, who was an attendee at age fifteen, returned to RYLA as a motivational speaker two
years ago, and this year is not only one of the motivational speakers, but is staying to work for the whole week
as a mentor to one of the groups.
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ALEC

“Helping Children make healthy choices”

Aberdeenshire Life Education Centres is a registered charity
run by Rotary volunteers, using Mobile Class Rooms (MCR) and
specially trained Educators to deliver health and drugs education to all primary schools in Aberdeenshire.
After a successful trial in Ellon, funded by Ellon Rotary, the ALEC
Charity (SC 028726) was formed in 1998 by Rotarians from 9
clubs in the North East of Scotland who were “Following their
Rotary Dream”. 15 years on and it is the same Rotarians who
continue to work together to “Make Dreams Real” - extraordinary, even in the face of significant challenges. These ordinary
Rotarians from 12 clubs have created and delivered a highly
successful and significant contribution towards the education of primary school children. The aim is to help
children make healthy choices by understanding how their bodies work and avoid the dangers of substance
abuse. Harold the Giraffe, and the specially trained educators,
help to create a unique and memorable experience. The programmes are now included in the school’s curriculum. ALEC is
the only unit operating in Scotland, and never before have so
many Rotary clubs worked together with dedication and commitment over such an extended period.
Many other Rotarians, as well as non Rotarians, have played a
significant part in making ALEC happen, giving of their expertise,
participating in fundraising events and keeping the MCRs operational, thus embracing the ideals of Rotary, “Service above Self”.
Initially these Class-Rooms were towed the length and breadth
of Aberdeenshire by Rotarians to ensure all Primary Children at
120 Schools received the inspirational, age related educational programmes. Open sessions are held with parents
and the public, and close working relations exist with
health agencies and the police.
In 2001 the first MCR became operational with one Educator. In 2002 ALEC won the prestigious IMPACT award from
the Kings Fund worth £25,000.
Aberdeenshire Education & Recreation Department commissioned an evaluation by Aberdeen University. The results, published in 2005 were so successful that the Education Authority accepted responsibility for the day to day
operational elements. Consequently, ALEC Charity purchased a second Class-Room and two fully trained Educators were employed enabling all 24,000 Primary School Children in Aberdeenshire to receive a visit every
15 months. ALEC’s aim of delivering to all primary schools in Aberdeenshire was realised. In 2008 ALEC received a citation for best practice in a report by HMI as well as a
COSLA Bronze award, and grants from LEADER and ALTA have
enabled new programmes on Tobacco and Alcohol education to
be developed for annual delivery to Secondary 1 & 2.
A 3rd
MCR was purchased in 2010, so that all schools in Aberdeenshire now receive a visit every school year, and programmes
have been adapted to suit special needs schools.
The ALEC Charity retains ownership of all MCRs, and sufficient
funds (£60k) have been raised recently to replace the ailing first
MCR, thus ensuring the partnership with AEL&L will continue,
and this unique service can be delivered to all schools in Aberdeenshire through to 2020 and beyond.
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CONGRATULATIONS
THE ROTARY CLUB OF ELLON

from all at

QUALITY DECORATORS
DIY STORES at
Balmacassie Brae, ELLON 01358 720220

Berryden Retail Park, ABERDEEN 01224
624442
www.lawrence-milne.co.uk
Follow us on Facebook
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FOR OVER A DECADE THE STATION HOTEL
HAS BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH
ELLON ROTARY CLUB
ALL MANAGEMENT & STAFF
WOULD LIKE TO WISH THEM ALL THE BEST IN

THIS THEIR 40th ANNIVERSARY YEAR
Arches Restaurant
Open 7 days a week
6pm—9pm weekdays
12pm—9pm Saturday & Sunday

Newly furbished Lounge
Function Hall

Private Functions
Catering for up to 45 people

Catering for up to 250 people

Please PHONE ELLON 720209
To Make a reservation
Or talk to management about

Your Function
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ELLON PEDAL CAR RACE
When helicopter pilot Simon Hailey had the bright idea of replacing the legendary Ellon Raft Race with a competition on dry land, little did the Rotary Club of Ellon know that they would soon be running one of the most prestigious events in the town calendar. The first Ellon Pedal Car Race was held in 2010, with the Club offering its
services as marshalls on the day, but the success of the event meant that its ongoing organisation proved too
much for one man. The Club were approached and embraced the idea of becoming main organisers – and the
rest is history.
By 2013, Rotarian Mike Watson and his team –
including representation from the local Ythan
Cycle Club – had grown the Race to spectacular
proportions. After months of planning, the day
begins at 10 a.m. when the roads in the centre
of Ellon are closed off to form a 700 metre race
circuit. Interested spectators can then watch
around 100 young enthusiasts from all over
Scotland compete in a series of age group cycle
races. This is organised by Ythan C C under the
auspices of Scottish Cycling, and is one of the
few closed race meetings in the calendar.
In the meantime, the town is beginning to buzz.
A car park adjoining the track is filled with all manner of fundraising stalls and attractions operated by other organisations or charities – a burger stall, facepainting and many others. Other Rotary projects can be highlighted,
such as ShelterBox with a fully erected tent and a display of all the help there is in that wee green box. The
shops and pubs around the track are doing a roaring trade and the crowds are swelling with spectators of all
ages coming along to see the fun. The public address system, manned by one of our local radio presenters, is
getting going and one or two pedal cars are being warmed up by their teams of drivers.
By mid-afternoon, excitement is rising as the Ellon & District British Legion Pipe Band lead the pedal cars in a
pre-race procession round the circuit. The cars come in many different shapes and sizes, each car bedecked
with the colours of its sponsoring organisation or business: Brewdog, Costcutters, Ythan Cycle Club, Ellon Rugby
Club and many more – and, yes, one from the Rotary Club of Ellon. Then they’re off! – with a (loosely) Le Mans
type running start. Each team of four in relay has to pedal their car round the circuit as many times as possible
within the hour allotted for the race. With the shouts of the crowd ringing in their ears, the drivers put everything into it – chains may slip, muscles may be pulled, wheels may even come off, but the entrants participate
to the full whatever may come their way.
When the chequered flag is waved, the laps are
counted and a worthy winning team receives
its trophy (2013 winners were the Ythan Cycle
Club Loons and Quines, pipping their older club
colleagues at the post), and the best dressed
team is awarded its prize. Then the clear-up
begins and by 5 p.m. traffic is running normally
again through the streets of Ellon. We are left
with the wonderful memories of a great community event, organised in the best spirit of cooperation and good nature that Rotary can
offer.
Throughout the day, Rotarians working along
side other organisations such as the cycle club,
the local Air Training Corps and local sponsors, will have ensured a day to remember for the people of the
town. Organising, marshalling, raffle selling, setting up and clearing the course – the willing hands of the Rotary
Club of Ellon have all done their bit. And quite apart from the goodwill and community spirit which this generates, a sizeable sum will also have been raised for the Race’s nominated charity.
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GROUP STUDY EXCHANGE
GSE Team, March to May 1979 to District 925, Northern Transvaal, South Africa, Malawi and Rho-

desia included School teacher Gerald S Smith, sponsored by Ellon..
“For one who has never previously left the
shores of the united Kingdom, the invitation to be a member of Rotary District
101’s Group Study Exchange Team to visit
District 925 was an exciting prospect. Not
only would it provide simply the opportunity to travel, but much more important,
it would offer the opportunity to visit and
gain some first hand knowledge about two
of the more controversial countries in the world—South Africa and Rhodesia. In
my ignorance, Malawi was to me then an unknown quantity.”
“The trip was an unforgettable experience and a once in a lifetime opportunity for
which I am extremely grateful”.
Gerald S Smith, May 1979

The GSE Team to

Unfortunately,
not a free sample

New Zealand

in 1990 included David Reid and David Johnstone both of whom were
sponsored by Ellon Rotary. The visit included the wonderful city
of Auckland, Bay of Islands, Warkworth, Wangeri, Rotorua, Birkenhead and the District Conference in the French Polynesian
island of Noumea.
“Many of the Rotary clubs we visited gave us an opportunity to
show off our singing and entertaining skills as a group, even reinventing the New Zealand haka to a Scottish version including the
words from ‘wee cooper o’ Fife’!
The hospitality and friendship we experienced as a group during
this time was fantastic and genuine, and to this day is still something we all remark upon and arguably demonstrates Rotary at
its best.
We were all very proud and grateful to be part of such a brilliant organisation. David Reid, 1990
The GSE Team to Japan in 1992 included Graham Ward who was
sponsored by Ellon Rotary. They landed in Tokyo then visited Miyazaki, Hyuga, Nebeoka, Kagoshima and Kyushu.
“The experience of Group Study Exchange has surpassed all my expectations. Any anxieties I may have had about the Japanese people were
totally unfounded. Everyone I met proved to be very friendly and all
of my host families were extremely kind and
relaxed, welcoming me into their home truly as
a member of the family. I am deeply grateful to
Rotary International for affording me this opportunity to study a country and people which
is still closed in many ways to western outsiders. Home stay is certainly the best, if not the only way, to get close to the culture and
better understanding of a different way of life. I would also like to pay tribute to the
other team members and the selection committee. I felt the team was very well balanced and each member contributed to the success of the trip in their own way.
This truly was the 'Chance of a Lifetime' and an experience that I will never forget”
Graham D. Ward, January 1992
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SHORT TERM YOUTH EXCHANGE
STEP enables secondary school age pupils to travel
to a foreign country and live with a local family for
a number of weeks. These visits are reciprocated
and exchanges with young people from Thailand
have been organised by Ellon Rotary.
Gregor Bruce and Laura Riddoch were in Bangkok
at the same time as the severe flooding, but theirhost families made every effort to allow them to
sample life in a far off country.
Local girls, Kate Duncan and Siobhan Reid, have
also been to Thailand and have also acted as hostesses for the return visit by Panida Vongsrirungruang, known by her friends as
Pang. Pang’s visit to Ellon Rotary included an introduction to Thai culture and a
demonstration of traditional Thai dance.

PEACE SCHOLARS
The University of Bradford is one of only seven centres in the world
for the Rotary World Peace Fellowship – a programme in which the
next generation of diplomats and humanitarian leaders develop
their skills through postgraduate study within the University’s internationally renowned Department of Peace Studies.
Launched in 2002, this Master’s course, which incorporates a 12week field study, is run in association with the Rotary International
Foundation. It aims to develop the skills postgraduates need to
work in fields that may help reduce the threat of war and violence
in the world.
To enable students from around the world to study at the Rotary
Centre in Bradford, the Rotary Foundation provides fully-funded
scholarships including fees, living expenses and costs for conference visits and field experience placements. .
Jana Farr and Tony Santiago were both guests of Ellon Rotary in
2009.
Jana from Salt Lake city has been working across international boundaries in conjunction with UNICEF and
Tony from the Philippines has been instrumental in developing Carbon offsetting tools for use on the Web.
Both are at Bradford University doing a Masters in Conflict Resolution which should equip them to work in
diplomatic circles in pursuit of world peace.

ROTAKIDS
The Rotary organisation includes Interact which is intended for Secondary school age Children and Rotakids
which caters for the Primary age group. 2014 saw the formation of our first Rotakids club at Arnage School,
where Rotarian Margaret Rattray is Head Teacher. It is hoped that this will be the first of many Rotakids
clubs in our area. We are fortunate that Anne Forster, the District Rotakids Officer and a member of the Rotary Club of Oldmeldrum, is willing to assist us with the promotion and launching of Rotakids. Anne has very
successfully helped schools in the Oldmeldrum catchment area to set up Rotakids clubs.
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SPORTS HEADLINES
A League Trophy
1991
1993
2002
2008

A Davidson (Skip)
A Davidson
A Davidson
R Black

Johnston Hay Trophy DKO
1989
1990
1996
2001
2002
2006
2007
2008
2009
2012
2013

A Davidson (Skip)
A Davidson
A Davidson
A Davidson
R Davidson
S Burnett
S Burnett
S Burnett
S Burnett
R Black
R Black

B League
1986
2007
2014

Inter League Trophy
1989
1993
1995
1998
2007
2011

Jack Thain Trophy
1987
1990
2008
2014

R Forman
R Davidson
A Dent
D Chisholm

2011

M Forster, D Winchester
I Mackay, S Burnett
RIBI National Championship
District 1010
D Winchester, M Forster

A Davidson (Skip)
A Davidson
A Davidson
A Davidson
R Black
S Burnett

Lewis Forbes Trophy
1988
1989
1990
1992
1993
2008
2009
2010
2011
2014

R Forman
K Gill
K Gill
R Davidson
R Davidson
A Teasdale
M Forster
M Forster
S Burnett
S Burnett

1997
1998
2012

M Forster
M Forster
M Forster

1995
2014

Rotary International Golf
M Forster ( Scotland Captain)
M Forster

Wylkedin Team Trophy
2008

A Davidson (Skip)
R Forman
S Burnett

Gary Player Trophy

1010 District Gavel Competition
1982

Winners
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ROTARY MEDICAL
Most years the club has organised a Stroke Awareness day whereby locals have, either in answer to press and
poster advertisement or on a "passing trade" basis, entered one of our clinics which might have been in the
Kirk Centre, Fraser's Furniture Store or even a caravan in a supermarket car park, in order to have their blood
pressure checked and pick up information leaflets on stroke prevention and early layman diagnosis of the
condition, as well as post stroke advice for both victim and carer.
In recent years indirect help in fund raising for Chest, Heart and
Stroke Scotland has been provided by members acting as marshals for the Granite Challenge, a sponsored running/cycling
marathon on the disused rail track from Fraserburgh to Dyce.
The best supported one saw ninety competitors being ushered
safely across Station Road and at the Wineburn crossing on their
way to raising £17,000.
Diabetes is another chronic ailment that can, without detection
and treatment, lead to blindness and life threatening complications. In 1977 the club was active in a search for undiagnosed
diabetics. With the help of Round Table and the cooperation of
the local posties every household in Ellon, Newburgh, Collieston, Slains, Auchnagatt, Esslemont and Auchmacoy was provided with kits to test for sugar in urine plus instructions for use and advice on how to return
completed forms to the two nurses the clubs employed and housed in a portacabin in the car park of the old
surgery in Station Road. Just under 5000 individuals responded, 130 were "home test positive," 42 were
"nurse test positive" and after full investigation there were 10 confirmed new diabetics in need of treatment.
The entire exercise was planned to last through February and
March, but in reality was not concluded until November, probably making it the longest community service event in the club's
history. We were still only two years old at the time!
Smoking remains one of the main causes of illness and premature death. Some smokers are shy of admitting to the degree of
their addiction, and to help the local medical practice to produce
hard evidence to suspected culprits, a toximeter was purchased
by the club In 1994. This simple piece of kit resembles the roadside breathalyser for alcohol but detects toxins such as carbon
monoxide found on the breath of smokers. An unexpected use
for the machine, namely detecting
those suffering from secondary smoking, was discovered on the evening it was
presented when the non- smoking spouse of a Rotarian heavy smoker produced
a result equivalent to twelve cigarettes a day.
The main thrust of the club has been on prevention of medical mishap, but unfortunately this is not always possible so that the easing of already existing disability has to become the priority.
One example of this was the provision in 2004 of a battery operated buggy for
Liz Milne, a lady who had developed significant mobility problems. The buggy
has been durable as well as useful so that she and her transport can still be seen
negotiating the pavements in Ellon. An earlier example was a donation in 2000
of £200 towards the cost of an electric wheelchair for teenager John Brown who
suffered from lack of coordination due to a very rare genetic disorder. Even earlier was a Fashion Show in 1977, run for the club by Norma Forman's Dress Circle, when the 200 present raised £300 for Action for the Crippled Child.
There have been many fund raising events for medical causes which, although targeting a wider cause, still
have the potential to provide support and assistance within our own community. For example leukaemia research and both cancer research and cancer relief come readily to mind. No doubt, as Ellon Rotary Club heads
into its next forty years, it will continue to play its part in support of community health.
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TIMELINE
1975
1976

The Rotary Club of Ellon No 18740 with a membership of 27 men was Chartered on 15t January.

1978

Rotary International launched the Polio Plus Campaign, which was embraced by the Club.
The Club doubled its target contribution.

1979

Gerald S. Smith, a teacher at Ellon Academy, was successfully sponsored by the Club to take part
in a Group Study Exchange to Rhodesia, Malawi and South Africa.

1981

First Trip to Shetland by Ellon Rotary. This was the forerunner for Ellon Rotary visits world wide.

1982

First Ellon Rotarian, Ron Davidson, to attend a Rotary International Convention, Dallas Texas USA.

1983

First family weekend to Pitlochry.

Together with Round Table, a Diabetes Survey was carried out in Ellon and surrounding area.

Ron Davidson, Jim Anderson, Bob Duncan and Alan Donaldson took part in the annual Beaujolais
Race. As well as being a fund raiser they set up an exchange of handicapped youngsters from Ma
con in France.
First Paul Harris Fellowship awarded to founder President Bill Osborne.

1984

Three pupils from Ellon Academy, David Kirk, Craig Morrison, and Martin Smith, were sponsored
by the club to take part in the first RYLA camp at Aviemore.

1985

The first Charity Golf Tournament was held at McDonald Golf Course.

1990

David Reid was successfully sponsored by Ellon Rotary to take part in a group study Exchange to
New Zealand and New Caledonia.

1991

First Paris Trip, included the Scotland v France rugby International.

1992

Graham D Ward successfully sponsored to take part in the GSE Trip to Japan.

1994

Visit to the Rotary Club of Prague. A trip which laid the foundations for an exchange Scholarship
for Czech students to study at Craibstone Agricultural College. (One notable being Jan Zahora)

1995

Rotoract Club of Ellon is Chartered.
Club votes in favour of becoming dual gender.

1997

The Club launched the Aberdeenshire Life Education Centres (ALEC) .

1998

First Club visitation to Kenya. In conjunction with the Kilindini club, three primary schools, one
secondary school and a supply of clean drinking water has been provided.

1999

Doug Westland appointed District Governor.
Ellon Club organise the district conference in Aberdeen.
The Rotary Club of Oldmeldrum, with a membership of 27, is Chartered.

2000

25th Anniversary. Club has grown to a membership of 53.
The Club produces the Millenium video, “A Bridge Across Time”, a celebration of the life of Ellon.

2002

Margaret Rattray and Eleanor Macalister become the First Lady members of the Club.

2005

Millenium of Rotary international. The club has the largest numbers attending the
Centenary celebrations in the Albert hall.

2008

First Lady President of the Club

2009

RI Convention in Birmingham addressed by Immediate Past President Eleanor Macalister on Club
Membership.

2010

Club takes over the organising of the Ellon Pedal Car Race
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ROTARY TRAVELS
Alan Donaldson’s career as an unofficial travel agent for Ellon
Rotary Club started when he and Tina were invited to a wedding
in 1980. The father of the bride, a member of Shetland Rotary,
suggested a weekend trip to Shetland, and so the following year
a group of Ellon Rotarians travelled to Lerwick for a
P & O Minicruise aboard the St Clair.
They were made very welcome and, due to popular demand, a
repeat trip was made in 1988 along with a number of members
from the Weald of Kent Rotary Club with whom we had become
friendly following our Nouveau Beaujolais escapade. Again we
had a very enjoyable trip, and so when pressurised to repeat the exercise again in 1998, and with the exuberant
help of Jim Anderson, we launched the most ambitious of the trips with over a hundred Rotarians and partners
from all over joining us for a weekend that fortunately coincided with all sorts of shows, galas, RNLI extravaganzas involving helicopters, music and Vikings. The weather was superb, and the scenery on route to Unst was
spectacular.
In 1991 a large group had a weekend in Paris for the Scotland vs France Rugby match which we sadly lost . A
great weekend was had by all with a very memorable meal in a
basement restaurant called Le Navigator during which copious
quantities of wine were consumed and spilt !
We had a visit to Prague in 1994 during which we met with the Vice
-Chancellor of the University and, from that meeting, we hosted a
Czech student, Jan Zahora, for post-graduate studies for a year. He
is still in touch with us and very grateful for the opportunity the
Club gave him.
DG TOURS
The exclusive Donaldson-Gifford Tour Company was set up in 1998
to facilitate long distance holidays. Over the years, six long-haul
forays were made to Africa, Asia and South America.
Following several years of providing help to the Rotary Club of Kilindini for the provision of primary education in
the Kilifi District near Mombasa, we decided that the first trip would be to Kenya. In November 1998 around 30
members and partners spent two weeks at the Bamburi Beach Hotel in Mombasa. During the stay, we visited the
schools in Kilifi, went on safaris and relaxed on the beach. A "beach girl" who had taken a fancy to Albert Tawse,
suddenly switched her attention to Sandy Davidson when she found out he had more cows! Whatever happened
to true love!
Next was to Borneo and KL staying at the Damai Beach Resort near Kuching. This was a more relaxing holiday
with very little Rotary involvement. One of the highlights was a visit to Serrembok Sanctuary where the aforementioned Albert Tawse suddenly found himself holding the hand of a baby orang-utan, presumably looking for
its mum. Whata mistaka to maka!
Most people seemed to enjoy their first taste of sea cucumber, until
they found out what it was. However there was no doubt that everyone
enjoyed the wonderful diverse food available in Malaysia.
The Peru holiday in April and May 2004 turned out to be quite a physically challenging trip for some. We started with a few days in Lima, then
flew to Cusco (10,000 feet), traversed the Alto Plano to Puno (14,500
feet) before returning to Lima. On the way home we relaxed on the
charming Dutch Antilles island of Bonaire.
The two main highlights were Machu Picchu and Lake Titicaca. A visit
was made to the Cusco Rotary Club where our whisky was most welcome. Everyone was impressed by the lovely people in Peru, and the
incredible beauty of the Andes.
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The trip to Penang, Cambodia and Kuala
Lumpur in late 2008 started with a visit to the
Gifford’s winter home in Penang. We were
regally entertained by the George Town Club
and later returned the hospitality. In the
Traders Hotel bagpipes vied with gamelins,
and lion dancers were amazed by Scottish
country dancing. One or two tasted a local
concoction made of Guinness and fermented
coconut milk, and suffered the inevitable.
Moving on to Cambodia, we spent several
days in Siem Riep, and visited the world renowned temple at Angkor Wat. This was followed by an exciting "cruise" down the Mekong to Phnom Penh where we saw the wonderful royal palace and witnessed the dire
outcome of the Pol Pot regime. It was then
on to Kuala Lumpur for retail therapy, and a final dinner attended by some local Rotarians.
A return visit was made to Kenya and the Kilindini Club in
2008. Visits were made to our schools at Kizingo and Kinondo, and during these visits the recent water project was
agreed with Kilindini. This project will give about 25000 people the opportunity to get fresh drinking water locally without having to trek great distances. The change to their lifestyle will be immense. We visited the Kilindini Club twice in
the splendid location of the old colonial Mombasa Club, and
old friendships were rekindled. A highlight towards the end
of the trip, was a dinner cruise on the Tamarind Dhow
around Mombasa harbour, an unforgettable experience,
particularly for those with scant knowledge of the exchange
rate!.
The visit to Thailand and Vietnam in November / December
2010 was the first and only trip with a definite Rotary theme. Courtesy of Damrongphand Snitterwong, a
cousin of the Thai Queen, organised Rotary functions were visited in Bangkok Chiang Rai, Chang Mai and Hua
Hin, the four ports of call in Thailand. On every occasion great hospitality and entertainment was provided by
the numerous Thai Clubs that took part. Local dancing, music, muay thai (kick boxing) and other activities,
and great Thai food were generously provided by the Thai hosts. Perhaps the Rotary highlight was the great
evening spent at Count Jerry's mansion in Chiang Rai which culminated in hundreds of lanterns being released into the clear night sky. In between the Rotary events there was ample time to experience elephant
riding, rafting and various other things. Some even took Thai cooking classes.
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ENJOY ROTARY by CHARLIE ESSON
"Enjoy Rotary" our D. G. pleads - we've done that from the start

ELLON ROTARY GIVING
1976-2000 £158,000

You can be sure, if fun's involved that Ellon will take part.
Club members o'er the fifteen years have done their share of travel
They've crossed the Minch to Stornoway to play bar games for the Gavel

2001-2014

They've crossed to France for Beaujolais, made friends in Weald of Kent,
And sold their haul for charity, which was their chief intent.

Foundation £61,000

They've reversed the Viking's trail and twice have sallied forth

International £79,000

To forge links with the Shetland Club - Britain's farthest north.
Two made a shorter voyage, not scared of looking daft,
Sailed three miles down the Ythan, in lum hats, on a raft.
We've had guests from far and near, from home and overseas,
The U.S.A. and Canada, Oz and Antipodes.

We've had golfers, we've had curlers and Group Study Exchange,
We've even had the odd D.G. drop in just for a change.
We've had visits from our mother Club, and our infant neighbour Dyce,
From Town and Country Clubs around to add a bit of spice.
We've had cheese and wines galore, entertaining friends,

Community £85,000

Vocational

£21,000

General

£19,000

Total

£423,000

Plus members
private contributions

St. Andrews nights and Burns nights and family week-ends.
Fashion shows for ladies, whisky tasting for the men,
Fellowship dinners, country walks and barbecues now and then.
But all is not just fun and games, we can be serious too,
In vocation, for community there's so much that we can do.
We've sent some kids to R.Y.L.A. Camps and all of them declare
That they have greatly benefitted from their experience there.
We've helped Academy pupils with mock interviews
And conventions aimed to guide them as to which career to choose.

Total Giving to
The Rotary Foundation
is recorded in RI as
$142,385

To brighten up the countryside we've planted bulbs and trees,
And here and there we've placed some seats, tired aching limbs to ease.
We've raised a lot of charity cash, the means we've used are many,
Concerts by "Scotland The What". the Corries, Evelyn Glennie.
Our annual golfing tournament continues to progress,
And as a money raiser it has proved a great success.
We spent the cash for others good;
Polio Plus, Intermediate Technology, Eye Clinics should

Total Contributions from
Charity Golf
ca £110,000

be reaping benefit from our get-up and go,
As with Emergency Boxes and Milk Flow.
An E.C.G. machine to the local clinic
And help with Defibrillator was no gimmick.

Well-Man week caused quite a stir,
Did many blush having to tell "her"?
The diabetic clinic saw life in the raw
When you returned with your discoloured straw.
For all those Sassenachs who "dinna ken fit we saw"

We put a Scottish National Dictionary in Ellon Library.
It may be said we're bragging to praise ourselves so loud,
But o'er the years we've done a lot of which we can be justly proud.

Charlie Esson receiving his
Paul Harris Fellowship Award
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Has provided assistance for many community as well as overseas projects and activities.
Some of the beneficiaries include:

Meetings are held in The Station Hotel, every Wednesday at 6.30 pm
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THE FUTURE
What will the next 40 years bring for Ellon Rotary Club?

Of course we will want to be involved in all the exciting projects that are currently ongoing, locally, nationally and internationally. The public perception of
Rotary is likely to change, however, with Satellite Clubs & E-Clubs being actively encouraged by R.I.B.I.
How meetings are structured will be challenged and questioned from within.
We still need more diversity within our ranks. We need to encourage a larger
cross section of society to join our movement.
Social media will also play a huge part in the future, with Facebook and
Twitter playing their part. As in business, these avenues should be explored,
as all potential new and younger Rotarians will be more conversant with this
technology.
Electronic voting at District, National and International Conferences will be
the norm with less need for long journeys to vote manually.
We, like all other organizations, need to embrace change or be left behind
with the real possibility of numbers gradually dwindling and indeed withering.
Ellon Rotary Club has a great tradition of moving with the times and indeed
leading the field. Founder and current members have set high standards of
commitment and hard work within Ellon Rotary, which hopefully the future
Ellon Rotarians will meet and exceed.
The future of Ellon Rotary Club will, I am sure, be in safe hands for the next 40
years. With the help and support of all groups and like minded organisations
in our community, working together can only be for the benefit of our local
and international communities

Dave Torry

Vice President, 2015
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Frasers of Ellon are proud to have been
associated with the Rotary Club of Ellon over
their 40 years and wish to congratulate the
Club on their achievements over the years.

Frasers Of Ellon’s modest shop exterior may dupe you in to thinking there’s not a
lot to see but step inside and you will find a vast array of furniture, flooring &
curtains across two floors.

Our showroom is not too large that you will be ignored when needing help, nor
will you be pressured in to buying something you don’t want, as we pride ourselves in providing a friendly but professional atmosphere, where you can
browse at leisure, knowing that expert advice is at hand when required.

sofas • dining furniture • beds and bedrooms
• curtains • blinds • carpets • flooring
Ythan Terrace, Ellon, Aberdeenshire AB41 9LL
Opposite Aldi

Telephone 01358 720363; www.frasersof ellon.co.uk
Open: Monday till Saturday 9am till 5pm; closed Sunday
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We’re for Communities
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